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Abstract—Visual data storytelling has gained widespread adop-
tion as a means of communicating information visualisation.
This is partly due to the increased interest in data journalism.
Besides being engaging, it has been shown to foster better com-
prehension and memorability of information to target audiences.
The visual data story authoring process involves several stages.
However, current tools neither consolidate the visual data story
creation process nor integrate the essential features, such as
the recommendation of logically sequenced story pieces, for
producing coherent narratives. This paper briefly demonstrates
our approach and framework for supporting the creation of
logically sequenced visual data stories.

I. INTRODUCTION

The challenges in constructing and interpreting visualisa-
tions have been the target of several works in the information
visualisation domain. For example, Lee et al. [1] and Gram-
mel, Tory and Storey [2] have modelled cognitive sensemak-
ing activities in visualisation construction, and outlined the
major barriers encountered by users and how they construct,
understand and interpret visualisations. Consequently, new
approaches are emerging to better incorporate user interac-
tions, visualisation similarity and sequencing, visualisation
recommendation and domain knowledge with visualisations
to accomplish tasks that were previously delegated to visuali-
sation experts.

We have previously demonstrated how the adoption of
visual data stories, i.e., combining interactive visualisations
with storytelling, increases visualisation understanding and
memorability [3]. Following this previous work, in this paper,
we are presenting our approach and framework for data stories
authoring. Most current visualisation tools mainly focus on
the exploratory aspect of information visualisation and provide
little support for information visualisation presentation goals
[4]. Hence, we believe our approach can fill the gap in
supporting visualisation authoring and comprehension.

Visual data stories often consist of multiple visualisations
that serve as story pieces [5]. Also, effectively communicating

the visual data story requires specifying an order in which the
visualisation story pieces should be presented. Furthermore,
recent researches [6], [7] in narrative visualisation have shown
that the order in which visualisation story pieces are presented
affects the target audience comprehension and memorability of
the information: ineffective sequences increase the cognitive
burden on the visual data story audience while optimal se-
quences facilitate better sensemaking of the visual data story.
In creating visual data stories, users can no longer afford to
arbitrarily sequence their visualisation story pieces. Hence, it
is crucial for visual data story authoring tools to incorporate
effective sequence recommendation features in tool design to
assist users in creating logically sequenced visual data stories.

We present our approach for recommending and presenting
effective visualisation sequences by introducing a framework
for the consolidation of the visual data story authoring process.
Moreover, we motivate the design of our framework by
identifying visual data story authoring tasks.

II. VISUAL DATA STORY AUTHORING TASKS

To support the creation of meaningfully sequenced visual
data stories, we identified 6 tasks that our framework should
satisfy. These are summarised below:
(T1) Support the creation of visualisations as story pieces from
raw data;
(T2) Support the construction and visualisation of meaning-
fully ordered sequence of story pieces;
(T3) Support the creation of notes or annotations associated
with findings;
(T4) Support insight discovery and modification of prior work
sessions;
(T5) Enable look-up and inspection of fully interactive visu-
alisations for more details;
(T6) Support the presentation and recording of logically
sequenced visual data story for a target audience.978-1-7281-0810-0/19/$31.00 ©2019 Crown
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III. VISUALISATION SEQUENCE RECOMMENDER

We adapt the Graphscape [8] model in recommending the
most optimal visualisation sequences to users. Graphscape
is a directed graph model for reasoning about visualisation
similarity and sequences. Users need to be able to create,
modify and interact with visualisation sequences in an easy
to understand manner. To support this necessity, we assume
a meta-visualisation approach [9], [10] in visualising the
sequences recommended by the model or manually created
by the user. We encode visualisation sequences as nodes and
directed edges in a graph canvas. The nodes are visuali-
sation specifications and the edges between nodes show a
logical connection between the nodes. Figure 1b shows an
example of our meta-visualisation of visualisation sequences
approach. Our approach also facilitates the creation of manual
sequences within the graph canvas. We assumed this approach
for 2 reasons; firstly, we aimed to concretise the abstract
graph model to help users intuitively understand and interact
with the (recommended) visualisation sequences in addition
to the model recommendation results; and secondly, meta-
visualisation displays have been shown to be effective in
supporting visual understanding when there are numerous
visualisations to be analysed together, in our case, multiple
visualisation story pieces in a single sequence view [9].

IV. CONSOLIDATING THE VISUAL DATA STORY
AUTHORING PROCESS

We present a framework for authoring logically sequenced
visual data stories. Our framework extends prior works [4], [5]
on the visual data story authoring process and consists of three
primary loosely coupled components, namely, visualisation,
sequence, and presentation components.

A. Visualisation Component

Visual data stories often consist of multiple visualisations.
Thus individual visualisations are story pieces which, when
combined meaningfully, forms a unified theme and supports
a coherent narrative. The visualisation component, shown in
Figure 1a, supports the creation (T1), inspection (T5), naming
and export of individual visualisations either as complete
visualisation artefacts or as input to the sequence component,
and is loosely coupled to the other components.

B. Sequence Component

A collection of story pieces i.e., individual visualisations
need to be meaningfully ordered to support the creation of a
coherent visual data story. The sequence component, shown
in Figure 1b, supports the manual creation of visualisation
sequences or automatic optimal sequence recommendation
(T2). It also supports the creation of reference notes (T3)
that are dynamically bound to a target visualisation and its
corresponding presentation slide, analogous to author notes in
presentation software like Powerpoint. The sequence compo-
nent is loosely coupled to the other components: it supports the
input of visualisations from the visualisation component and
direct import of independent, externally created visualisation

(a) 1. Data input and visualisation encoding, 2. Visualisation area, 3. Visuali-
sation templates.

(b) 1. Sequence file input and download, 2. Sequence recommendation panel,
3. Graph canvas for sequence visualisation, 4. Reference notes.

(c) 1. Author and ethics record information, 2. Presentation slides, 3. Video
recording of presentationa and preview, 4. Presentation reference notes.

Fig. 1. Screenshots of the three components interfaces.

specifications. The state of created sequences can be saved via
import and export of sequence files in a custom file format
(T4).

C. Presentation Component

The presentation of logically sequenced story pieces to
support a narrative is the final phase of the visual data story au-
thoring process. The presentation component, shown in Figure
1c, supports the creation of basic presentation slide decks with
author reference notes and interactive visualisations. It also
provides support for ethical considerations in the presentation
of visual data stories via ethical records and author details
form. Presentation slides can be generated from complete
logical visualisation sequences or multiple disconnected vi-
sualisations. Video recordings can be created, previewed and
exported in the presentation component (T6).

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented our approach for authoring logically
sequenced visual data stories. Our approach loosely decouples
the core components of our framework as linked interfaces,
so users can have the flexibility to create different elements of



their visual data stories in an independent manner. Our future
work will assess the effect of our approach with the aim of
understanding how our framework supports users in the visual
data story authoring process.
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